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Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

Hedgehog Composition
Focusing on

composition, children
consider where to

place the horizon and
tide lines within their

artwork.

Beach textures
Pupils use a range of

materials, from
cardboard to foil, to

replicate the textures
found at the seaside.

Easy to adapt to
other landscapes.

Shades and colours
of the sea

Using watercolours,
pupils create

different tints, shades
and hues to paint the
background of their
seaside scene. Easy

to adapt to other
landscapes.

Painting over
texture

Over the top of their
textured background,
children add colour

using poster paints to
complete their

pictures

Beach collage
Using their
watercolour

background from
Lesson 3, pupils
add objects and

images with
added detail and

shading

POP Task

Fox

Badger Mood board
Children carefully
select and curate
fabrics, colours,

textures and images
to inspire them in this
topic through making

a mood board

Tie-dyeing materials
Relating the

technique to wax
resist, children learn

how to create
patterns on materials

using tie-dye,
exploring different

effects

Paper weaving
Pupils look the work
of Anni Albers and

use strips of paper to
create a weave,

familiarising
themselves with

terms such as 'warp'
and 'weft'

Weaving other
materials

Using their weaving
skills from the

previous lesson and
their tie-dyed
materials from

Lesson 2, children
weave with fabric

using a loom

Sewing a t-shirt
Using their

tie-dyed t-shirt
from Lesson 2,
children sew a
shape or fabric
weave onto the

front, inspired by
their mood board

POP Task

Otter

Deer Coat of Arms
After learning about
how the coat of arms
originated and how
they are used today,

Designing spaces
Working to a specific
brief, children work
collaboratively to

create a design for
an empty room.

Changing spaces
Children use cut out
shapes to help them

experiment and
develop their design

ideas

What’s in a name?
Pupils are given a
word as a product
name, which they

then devise a
product idea for.

Adverts
Children create

and then present
a pitch to sell their

product.

POP Task



children create a
design of their own.


